Neurochemical correlates of relapse to d-amphetamine self-administration by rats induced by stimulation of the ventral subiculum.
Previous studies show that electrical stimulation of the ventral subiculum (vSub) can reinstate drug-seeking behavior in rats following extinction. This study examined whether vSub stimulation could also evoke reinitiation of d-amphetamine (d-AMPH) self-administration during voluntary abstinence following a prolonged bout of drug intake. Dynamic changes in extracellular levels of dopamine (DA) and metabolites in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) during 48-h unlimited access to d-AMPH by rats were monitored. Neurochemical correlates of relapse to d-AMPH administration induced by vSub stimulation or by experimenter administered d-AMPH infusions were also examined during voluntary abstinence in separate experiments. In vivo microdialysis using high-pressure liquid chromatography with electrochemical detector (HPLC-EC) was used to monitor changes in DA and metabolite efflux in the NAc during a continuous access-abstinence-relapse cycle of d-AMPH self-administration in a 48-h test. The initial pattern of drug intake was associated with significant increases in DA efflux in the NAc. During the abstinence phase, DA efflux was near pre-session baseline values. Electrical stimulation at the vSub after 2 h of abstinence immediately induced a significant increase in DA efflux and reinstatement of drug self-administration behavior. Evoked DA release and responses on drug-paired lever induced by vSub stimulation were significantly greater than those induced by experimenter-administered d-AMPH. Relapse to drug-taking behavior can be triggered by activation of the subicular glutamatergic pathway to the NAc. This study also confirmed that during abstinence the neurochemical response of the mesolimbic DA system to d-AMPH is attenuated and this can be reversed by vSub stimulation.